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The presentation is based on two publications

• Hurmekoski, E., Jonsson, R., Nord, T. (2015). Context, drivers, and future 

potential for wood-frame multi-storey construction in Europe. Technological 

Forecasting and Social Change, 99, 181-196. doi:10.1016/j.techfore.2015.07.002

• Hurmekoski, E., Pykäläinen J., Hetemäki, L. (2015). Assessing the industries’ 

long-term targets for green building – The case of wood-frame multi-storey 

construction in Finland. Manuscript.
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Background and Objectives

 Ambitious industry targets (FTP) and policy agendas (EC) towards 2030, e.g.

 Tripling the market share of wood construction

 30 % reduction of embodied CO2 and energy of construction products

 The realization of these targets often taken as granted

 Aim to analyse factors affecting the market potential of wood construction

 Key uncertainties for the outlook and key measures to meet the targets

 Need ≠ demand: Is there actual demand?
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Material and methods
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Explorative Normative

Top-down / market pull

Bottom-up / technology push

Scenario analysis: 
Outlook for construction and 
the operating environment 
(based on secondary data)

Backcasting: 
How to meet 

long-term targets…

Technology diffusion analysis: 
Attributes of technology and 

perceptions towards it 
(based on secondary data)

Backcasting:
…set by the industries 

(based on expert survey)



Results - context
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• Structure and characteristics of the construction sector

• Fragmented and risk averse (even costs not decisive for CEOs)

• Local requirements (e.g., turn-key supplies in Nordic countries)

• Implication? Path-dependencies drive incremental improvements only!

• Structure and characteristics of the WPI

• Fragmented and risk averse (few large firms capable of developing the sector)

• Large firms subordinate to pulp industry

• Implication? Multi-storey markets may appear unattractive!



Results - drivers
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Critical uncertainties:
- Policy push & pull

for green building
- Uptake of new technology

and processes
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and process uptakeRate of new product 
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“Healthy Competition” “New Reign of Wood”

HIGH

“Technological Supremacy” “Business as Usual”

• Revision of regulation
& uptake of norms

• Results in more
diverse practices and 
declining costs

• Fiscal measures (e.g., 
carbon tax)

• Mass markets arouse
interest in wood-based
construction

• New generation
adopts 3D 
printing etc.

• Wood regarded
as unsuitable

• Path dependencies and 
lock-ins prevent change



Results - scenarios

WPI role

• Supplier (alliance or standardization)

• More responsibility in value chain

Regulatory environment for green building

• Removing regulatory obstacles and cost 
burdens

• Uptake of more stringent norms and fiscal 
measures

• Direct support of new practices
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Results - tensions

 Short-term measures supporting the diffusion regarded as unattractive or unlikely!

 Element suppliers could boost the diffusion by taking more responsibility, yet the 
industry stakeholders regarded this option as the least attractive

 Policies based on competition and information would yield most credible 
solutions, but their impact comes only in very long-run

 Policies explicitly promoting wood construction may turn against themselves

 Effect on roundwood demand: maximum 50 million m3 in EU15
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Conclusions

 Technical potential ≠ market potential

 Diffusion of wood construction in Europe is subject to major uncertainties.

 However, at the European scale. it is likely to be a long-term and gradual process and 
restricted to a few niche sub-sectors and regions…

 …due to the risk-averse characteristics of both the construction and the wood products 
industries (neither party seems interested) and the constraints in policy pull

 Unforeseen policies, technologies and business models needed for reducing GHG 
emissions by 80-95 % in the industrialized countries by 2050, to prevent the global 
warming from exceeding 2 °C (EC 2012).
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Thank you!
elias.hurmekoski@efi.int
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Photo: Europe’s largest wood-frame multi-storey building at the Finnish housing fair


